Crowdsourcing is the perfect embodiment of group wisdom. With the rapid development of mobile network and the sharing economy model, spatio-temporal crowdsourcing technology has been research hotspot. Task assignment is one of the core issues of spatio-temporal crowdsourcing technology. There are three algorithms: Random Algorithm, Random-Threshold-Based Algorithm (RT) and Adaptive random-threshold-based Algorithm (Adaptive RT) for maximizing the total utility in the online task assignment of three types of objects, tasks, workers and workplaces. But these algorithms ignore the distance cost and fairness between task requester and workers. Unfairness means that higher task's reward with lower worker's success ratio or lower task's reward with higher worker's success ratio in a match. Therefore, this paper proposes Quality Constraint Algorithm (QCA), which quantifies fairness between task requester and workers as match quality and adopts a matching strategy of automatic negotiation on task's reward to improve the average match quality. QCA not only has higher average match quality and higher total utility, but also optimizes the average distance cost. Compared with Adaptive RT, QCA has an average increment of 11% on total utility, an average increment of 19% on average match quality and an average decrease of 17% on distance cost. In term of time cost, QCA is only 8% of Adaptive RT.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the popularity of mobile devices and the rapid development of mobile networks, the data type in traditional crowdsourcing has been extended in the time and space dimensions. Thence, traditional crowdsourcing changed from a pattern based on online crowdsourcing platform to a new pattern called spatio-temporal crowdsourcing [1] . In the pattern, crowd tasks with spatio-temporal data require crowd workers to complete tasks at the specified time and place instead of being completed on the web platform as traditional crowdsourcing [2] .
There are three core study issues for spatio-temporal crowdsourcing: task assignment [3] - [5] , quality control [6] , [7] , and privacy protection [8] - [10] . Similar to the research of traditional crowdsourcing, incentive mechanism The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Ligang He.
[11]- [13] will be one of the important study issues in the future. In addition, more and more researches [14] also focused on the combination of crowdsourcing and social networks. Among them, there has been a lot of studies on task assignment.
Earlier studies [15] focused on the online task assignment of two types of objects, where tasks are assumed to come dynamically while workers are considered static. A few recent efforts explored the online task assignment of two types of objects, which has two online objects. In [16] , authors proposed a two-phase-based framework to maximize the total utility. In [17] , authors summarized all the algorithms, which minimize the total cost. In [18] , authors researched the online task assignment based on task conflict constraints. In [19] , authors applied the multi-armed bandit model to the online task assignment and proposed a heuristic algorithm for spatio-temporal crowdsourcing. In [20] , authors proposed a novel adaptive batch-based solution framework for optimizing the total utility and designed a reinforcement learning based algorithm, which makes near-optimal decisions on batch splitting. The above methods were proposed based on two types of objects, but our studies are based on three types of objects. Different from the online task assignment of two types of objects, some new emerging O2O applications not only consider tasks and workers, but also consider workplaces [21] . As shown in Fig. 1 , task requester and workers need to move to workplaces to complete tasks in online task assignment of three types of objects. For example, Bella wants to learn to swim in her free time and she had fixed swimming coach and swimming pool before. However, it is hardly that Bella, her coach and the swimming pool are free at the same time. In fact, there may be some other free coaches and swimming pools near her home when she is free. The online task assignment of three types of objects can match customers, coaches and swimming pools in real time.
In [21] , authors first studied the online task assignment of three types of objects and proposed Adaptive RT algorithm to maximize the total utility. However, Adaptive RT not only has higher time cost, but also ignores the fairness between task requester and workers. Unfairness means higher task's reward with lower worker's success ratio or lower task's reward with higher worker's success ratio in a match. Furthermore, we find that fairness is closely related to total utility. Fairness means higher total utility and unfairness means lower total utility. In addition, the optimization of the distance cost is extremely meaningful for online task assignment of three types of objects. Lower distance cost allows tasks to be executed earlier and workers can complete more tasks in a certain amount of time. But now there is no study on distance cost for online task assignment of three types.
Based on the above problems, this paper proposes Quality Constraint Algorithm (QCA) . QCA quantifies fairness between task requesters and workers as match quality and adopts a matching strategy of negotiation on task's reward to improve the average match quality and the total utility. It can be proved that the matching quality and total utility are positively correlated. However, manual negotiation on task's reward between requesters and workers takes a lot of time and is unable to meet the real-time requirement of online task assignment. Therefore, we further design QCA, which can automatically negotiate based on the information of tasks, workplaces and workers and meet the real-time requirement of online task assignment. Not only that, but this paper also considers the users' preference for distance cost when calculating the maximum number of rounds of negotiations and the price in each round of negotiations. QCA makes the match with lower distance cost easier to succeed and achieves the purpose of optimizing the average distance cost.
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions.
• Inspired by the impact of fairness on total utility, this paper proposes Quality Constraint Algorithm (QCA), which quantifies fairness as the match quality and improves the average match quality and the total utility.
• Considering the impact of distance cost on task assignment, the users' preference for distance cost is considered in QCA.
• The effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed algorithm are verified through extensive experiments on real and synthetic datasets.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II is the related work. Section III defines the online task assignment of three types of objects. Section IV presents Quality Constraint Algorithm, proves that the average match quality and the total utility are positively correlated and analyzes the complexity of QCA. Section V discusses extensive experiment results on both real and synthetic datasets. Section VI is the conclusion.
II. RELATED WORK
This paper studies the online maximum matching problem and minimizing the average distance cost. Below the representative works in these two categories of research and other related works are reviewed.
A. ONLINE MAXIMUM MATCHING
Ting et al. [15] studied the online maximum edge-weighted b-matching problem. In this problem, tasks are assumed to come dynamically while workers are static. The objective is to maximize the total weight of the matching edges. In order to solve the problem, Ting et al. [15] gave a modification of the randomized algorithm Greedy-RT called Greedy-vRT and showed that the competitive ratio of Greedy-vRT is also near optimal. However, the above research was based on a single online object and didn't apply to many emerging crowdsourcing applications.
As more and more crowdsourcing applications emerged, the model with only one online objects had been unable to meet the actual demand. Tong et al. [16] identified the more practical micro-task allocation problem, called the Global Online Micro-task Allocation(GOMA) in spatial crowdsourcing. In GOMA, tasks and workers are assumed to arrive dynamically. Tong et al. [16] proposed a two-phase-based framework with competitive ratio of 1/4 to maximize the total utility. To improve its efficiency, Tong et al. [16] further designed the framework, which runs faster but has lower competitive ratio of 1/8. In order to maximize the total numbers of assignments, Huang et al. [22] proposed a model of maximum matching in which all vertices arrive online. When a vertex arrives, its incident edges to previously-arrived vertices are revealed. If a vertex remains unmatched until its deadline, the algorithm should irrevocably either match it to an unmatched neighbor, or leave it unmatched. Li et al. [23] studied the problem of online recommending an optimal route for a crowdsourcing worker, such that he can (i) arrive his destination on time and (ii) receive the maximum reward from tasks along the route. Li et al. [23] proposed some heuristics and effective pruning rules to speed up their methods. Experimental results on real datasets showed that their proposed heuristics are efficient. Cheng et al. [24] aimed to obtain global optimal task assignments, by considering not only those present workers or tasks, but also future workers or tasks. Specifically, Cheng et al. [24] formalized the Prediction-Based Spatial Crowdsourcing (PB-SC), which aims to achieve a global optimal assignment for workers and tasks, over both present and predicted task or worker locations. The above researches were all based on one-to-one matching problems.
In some one-to-many matching problems, existing approaches usually ignored the conflicts between different events, which leads to unfeasible or redundant assignments. In order to solve this problem, She et al. [18] proposed a more general and useful event-participant assignment problem, called Global Event-participant Arrangement with Conflict and Capacity (GEACC) problem, focusing on the conflicts of different events. For this problem, She et al. [18] designed two approximation algorithms with provable approximation ratios and an exact algorithm with pruning technique.
In recent years, more and more crowdsourcing applications involved not only task requester and workers, but also workplaces. Song et al. [21] proposed a novel dynamic task assignment problem, called online task assignment for three types of objects in spatio-temporal crowdsourcing. This problem not only includes the three types of objects, namely tasks, workers and workplaces, but also focuses on dynamic scenarios in which tasks, workers and workplaces arrive dynamically. Reference [21] first proposed Random algorithm to maximize the total utility for the problem. In the Random algorithm, as long as the three types of objects meet the time, space and capacity constraints, they can be matched. Then, in order to further improve the total utility, [21] proposed Adaptive RT algorithm. Adaptive RT is a threshold-based randomized algorithm that includes an adaptive optimization technique, which can learn the optimal threshold for the randommized algorithm. When a new object v arrives, which may be a requester, a worker or a workplace, Adaptive RT then randomly selects a threshold from the threshold pool according to the weight of each threshold. The utility score of the match containing v cannot be lower than the selected threshold. Finally, the algorithm updates the weight of the selected threshold. Adaptive RT filters out the match with lower utility score by threshold. But the algorithm does not consider the fairness between workers and task requesters and the positive impact of fairness on utility.
B. ONLINE MINIMUM MATCHING
In online matching problems, there are also many researches based on online minimum matching.
In [25] , authors introduced and studied online versions of weighted matching problems, and presented a simple 2k-1 competitive algorithm for online minimum weighted bipartite matching, where 2k is the number of nodes.
Tong et al. [17] presented a comprehensive experimental comparison of the representative algorithms of online minimum matching in real spatio-temporal data. Tong et al. [17] . found a surprising result that the simple greedy algorithm was significantly more effective than other algorithms.
In addition to [21] , all of the above researches of online maximum matching and online minimum matching are based on two types of objects. However, this paper and [21] are both based on three types of objects. But, [21] differs from the work of this paper in the following points.
• In [21] , the issue of fairness between the task requester and workers is ignored. But in this paper, QCA quantifies fairness as match quality and improves the average match quality.
• In [21] , tasks have only one price attribute and workers don't have price attribute. But in this paper, tasks and workers have two price attributes, which meets actual needs and makes more matchable objects.
• In [21] , the goal is to maximize the total utility. However, this paper not only aims to maximize the total utility, but also maximize the average match quality and minimize the average distance cost.
C. OTHER RELATED WORKS
In addition to task assignment, there are some other important studies in spatio-temporal crowdsourcing. In traditional crowdsourcing, crowd participants don't need to provide their personal information in the real physical world. However, personal information is usually required in spatio-temporal crowdsourcing. Therefore, privacy protection is a new challenge brought by spatio-temporal crowdsourcing. Zheng et al. [26] and Cai et al. [27] studied the privacy issues of IoT data, which have not been thoroughly studied in previous work. Liang et al. [28] studied that the users' app usage habits and passwords may be inferred with high accuracy based on the inferred tap position information by deep learning techniques. Cai et al. [29] proposed a novel framework for privacy-preserved traffic sharing among taxi companies.
III. PROBLEM DEFINITION
According to [21] , the three basic concepts: task requester, crowd worker and crowd workplace are introduced. Then, the online task assignment of three types of objects in spatio-temporal crowdsourcing, the utility and the match quality of a single match are formally defined.
Definition 1 (Crowd Task): A crowd task is denoted by t = {l t , r t , LR t , HR t , b t , e t }. l t is the location of the task requester in a 2D space. r t is the radius of the limited circular range of t, whose center is l t . LR t and HR t are the lowest and highest task's reward that requester expects, respectively. b t and e t are the release and leaving time of t, respectively. This paper assumes that the types of all tasks in a crowdsourcing platform are the same.
Definition 2 (Crowd Worker): A crowd worker is denoted by w = {l w , r w , LR w , HR w , q w , b w , e w }. l w , r w , b w and e w are the location, the radius, the release time and the leaving time of w, which are similar as those of task requester. LR w and HR w are the lowest and highest task's reward that worker expects, respectively. Worker's success ratio is denoted by q w ∈ (0, 1].
Definition 3 (Crowd Workplace):
A crowd workplace is denoted by p = l p , b p , e p , c p . A workplace p has a location l p , a release time b p , a leaving time e p and a capacity c p . c p indicates the maximum number of tasks executed in the workplace at the same time.
According to [21] , the utility of a single match is defined as follows.
Definition 4 (Utility): The utility of a worker completing a task is defined as U (t, w) = DR t × q w . DR t is the reward that the task requester will ultimately pays to the worker.
Definition 5 (Match Quality): The match quality of a match t, p, w is denoted by Q(t, w) shown in (1) . DR max and DR min are the highest reward and the lowest reward of all tasks in historical data, respectively. q max and q min are the highest success ratio and the lowest success ratio of all workers in historical data, respectively. Actually, the smaller the difference between DR t normalized by Min-Max normalization and q w normalized by Min-Max normalization, the higher the match quality.
Finally, the Online Task Assignment of Three Types of Objects in Spatio-temporal Crowdsourcing is introduced.
Definition 6 (Online Task Assignment of Three Types of Objects in Spatio-Temporal Crowdsourcing): Given a set of tasks T , a set of workers W and a set of workplaces P on crowdsourcing platform, which has no objects initially and allows each object to arrive dynamically. A match t, p, w is denoted by m. M is the set of m. The goal of task assignment is to find M among the task set T , the worker set W and the workplace set P to maximize the total utility MaxSumUtility(M ) shown in (2), maximize the average match quality MaxAveQuality(M ) shown in (3) and minimize the average distance cost MinAveDis(M ) shown in (4) . d tp indicates the Euclidean Distance between t and p. The following constraints should be satisfied.
• Deadline constraint: each object should be matched between the release time and the leaving time.
• Invariable constraint: once a match t, p, w of task t, workplace p and worker w is matched, it cannot be changed.
• Range constraint: any workplace matched to a task t and a worker w must locate in the restricted radius.
• Capacity constraint: workplace p can only be matched to c p tasks and c p workers at the same time.
IV. QUALITY CONSTRAINT ALGORITHM
This paper proposes QCA algorithm to maximize the total utility, maximize the average match quality and minimize the average distance cost for the online task assignment of three types of objects. In QCA, task t has two price attributes, LR t and HR t , which requires requesters to set based on their own expectations. Worker w also has two price attributes, LR w and HR w , which is different from task's and calculated by QCA based on worker's success ratio q w , the highest historical reward DR max , the lowest historical reward DR min , the highest historical success ratio q max and the lowest historical success ratio q min shown in (5), (6) and (7). The k value is in the range of (0, 1) and should be set according to actual needs.
QCA adopts a matching strategy of negotiation on task's reward. In the negotiation on rewards, first, the requester gives his price. If the worker accepts the price, the negotiation is successful. If not, the worker gives his price and the requester chooses to accept the price or refuse. In a round of negotiations, only one of the worker and requester gives price, the other chooses to accept or refuse. The next round is the opposite of the current round. task requester and worker will not stop giving prices in turn until one of them accepts the price given by the other or the number of rounds of negotiation reaches the maximum. The maximum number of rounds of negotiation is denoted by N . The price given by requester or worker in nth round of negotiation is denoted by QP n and 1 ≤ n ≤ N . If negotiation succeeds, the QP n in the final round is the reward DR t that the requester will pay to the worker. The requester gives price from LR t to HR t and the worker gives price from HR w to LR w . Therefore, if negotiation succeeds, DR t is in the range of [LR t , HR t ] and the range of [LR w , HR w ]. LR w and HR w are calculated according to q w . Thus, as shown in (1), the quality of the match obtained from the above process is higher. However, the above process requires requester and workers to manually give QP n and determine whether to accept or refuse multiple times, which will greatly increase the time cost and cannot meet the real-time requirement of spatio-temporal crowdsourcing. In order to balance the match quality and real-time requirement, QCA automatically matches t, p and w based on their information and does not require requester and worker to participate in.
In the negotiation process, there are two steps that need to be done manually by requester and worker: one is to give QP n and the other is to determine whether to accept the current price or refuse. Therefore, there are two critical challenges. (i) How to give QP n automatically? (ii) How to determine whether to accept or refuse automatically?
A. HOW TO GIVE QP N AUTOMATICALLY?
For the first challenge, QCA uses a function shown in (8) to automatically give QP n based on information about task, worker and workplace, instead of being manually given by requester or worker. ER a equals HR a − LR a .
In (8), for t, with the increase of n, a (n, d ap ) also increases, and the QP n given by the requester is getting higher and higher. But for w, with the increase of n, 1 − a (n, d ap ) decreases, the QP n given by the worker is getting lower and lower. As shown in (9), a (n, d ap ) is not only related to n, but also related to the distance cost between t and p or w and p. In practical applications, for the requester, the lower distance cost allows the task be executed earlier. For the worker, the lower distance cost means that more tasks can be completed in a certain amount of time. Therefore, both the requester and the workers prefer the matches with lower distance cost. As shown in (10) , the preference of requester and workers for distance cost is defined as β. β is in the range of [0, 1]. The smaller the value of d ap , the larger the value of β and a (n, d ap ). In other word, the smaller distance cost allows the QP n given by the requester or the worker to reach HR t or LR w faster and negotiation to be easier to succeed.
The preference of requester and worker for the distance cost is not only reflected in QP n , but also the number of rounds of negotiation. This paper assumes that requester and worker are impatient in the negotiation with higher distance costs, so they hope that the negotiation can be completed in fewer rounds when the distance cost is higher. In QCA, both requester and worker have an expected number of rounds of negotiation denoted by N t and N w depending on the distance cost, respectively. N t and N w are both in the range of [1, N ] . As shown in (11) , for requester, the smaller the value of d tp , the larger the value of N t and the easier the current match is to succeed. For worker, the smaller the value of d wp , the larger the value of N w and the easier the current match is to succeed.
However, because N t and N w are generally not equal, they cannot be used as the final number rounds of negotiation. Therefore, the final number rounds of negotiation is defined as N = min{N t , N w }. Therefore, QCA has an initial number of rounds of negotiation N and an actual number of rounds of negotiation N .
In summary, QCA uses some methods to automatically give QP n in each round of negotiations. This paper also considers the preference of requester and workers for the distance cost. The preference is reflected in the calculation of QP n and N . Therefore, the matches with lower distance cost are easier to succeed and the matches with higher distance cost are more difficult to succeed.
B. HOW TO DETERMINE WHETHER TO ACCEPT OR REFUSE AUTOMATICALLY?
During the negotiation process, if the requester gives QP n in the nth round, then the worker needs to choose whether to accept QP n or enter the next round and gives QP n+1 . For this, QCA has a gain function shown in (12) . G a (QP n ) indicates the gain that QP n brings to the object a. For example, when worker w needs to choose next action, QCA will calculate the gain from QP n and the gain from QP n+1 . Then, QCA chooses the next action for w according to G w (QP n ) and G w (QP n+1 ). If G w (QP n ) ≥ G w (QP n+1 ), the worker accepts QP n and the negotiation is successful. If not, enters the next round and the worker gives QP n+1 .
How QCA achieves giving QP n and determining whether to accept or refuse automatically is introduced above.
Algorithm 1 shows the whole procedure of QCA. In lines 1-8, when a new object v arrives, QCA searches a match m which contains v, satisfies all the constraints and the requester and the worker in m can negotiate on reward successfully. In all constraints, deadline constraint requires that the current time must be in the ranges of [b t , e t ], [b p , e p ] and [b w , e w ], range constraint requires that d tp ≤ r t and d wp ≤ r w and capacity constraint requires c p > 0. In lines 9-12, if m exits, then M = M ∪ {m} and c p = c p − 1. The specific matching strategy of automatic negotiation on reward is introduced in 2.
The whole procedure of negotiation is illustrated in Algorithm 2. In line 1, QCA calculate N t and N w according to the preference of the requester and the worker for distance cost. N is the smaller one of N t and N w . In lines 2, bidder is that who gives QP n in the nth round negotiation. Initialize bidder to requester. In lines 4-15, if bidder is requester, QCA calculates QP n for the requester and QP n+1 for the worker. According to (12) , QCA calculate G w (QP n ) and G w (QP n+1 ). Then, according to n, N , G w (QP n ) and G w (QP n+1 ), QCA Algorithm 1 Quality Constraint Algorithm Input: T,P,W; Output: M. 1: for (each new arrival object v) do 2: if v ∈ T then 3 if m = ∅ then 10: M ← M ∪ {m} 11: c p = c p − 1 12: end if 13 : end for 14: return M will choose the next action A w of the worker shown in (13) .
If G w (QP n ) ≥ G w (QP n+1 ), the worker accepts QP n and negotiation is successful, if G w (QP n ) < G w (QP n+1 ) and n equals N , the requester and the worker quit negotiation and negotiation is failed, if all not, the requester and the worker enter the next round of negotiation and QCA changes bidder to worker.
1) AN EXAMPLE OF NEGOTIATION STRATEGY
Suppose there is a task t = {(10, 25), 30, 10, 50, −, −}, a worker w = {(37, 37), 30, 60, 40, −, −, −} and a workplace p = { (20, 20) , −, −, −}. In this example, the parameters that are not related to the negotiation process are not set. The maximum number of rounds of negotiation N is 10 and actual number of rounds of negotiation N = min{N t , N w } = min{9, 4} = 4.
Suppose the first bidder is the task requester. An example of negotiation process is described in Tab. 1 In the 1 th , 2 th and 3 th round of negotiation, because G a (QP n+1 ) > G a (QP n ) and n < N , the process enters the next round of negotiation. But in 4 th , because G a (QP n+1 ) > G a (QP n ) and n = N , the negotiation ends in failure.
The above is the whole procedure of QCA. QCA can optimize the average distance cost and the average match quality. At the same time, higher average match quality leads to higher total utility. The following theoretical analysis proves this.
Theorem 1: For given tasks set T , workplaces set P and workers set W , adopt different algorithms for task assignment Algorithm 2 Negotiation Strategy Input: t,p,w; Output: True or False. 1: N ← min{N t ,N w } 2: Bidder = Random(requester, worker), n = 1 3: while n ≤ N do 4: if Bidder == requester then 5: QP n ←LR t + t (n,d tp )(HR t -LR t ) 6 :
if G w (QP n )≥G w (QP n+1 ) then 8: return T rue 9: else if n==N then 10: return end if 15: end if 16: if Bidder == worker then 17: QP n ←LR w +(1-w (n,d wp ))(HR w -LR w ) 18 : 19: if G t (QP n )≥G t (QP n+1 ) then 20: return T rue 21: else if n==N then 22: return False
23:
else 24: Bidder = requester 25: n ←n+1 26: end if 27: end if 28: end while to get different results. The result with higher average match quality has higher total utility.
Proof of Theorem 1: Suppose there are two tasks: t 1 with the final price of DP t 1 , t 2 with the final price of DP t 2 , two workers: w 1 with the success ratio of q w 1 , w 2 with the success ratio of q w 2 and one workplace p with c p of 2. DP t 1 > DP t 2 and q w 1 > q w 2 . Normalize(DP t 1 ) equals Normalize(q w 1 ) and Normalize(DP t 2 ) equals Normalize(q w 2 ). Normalize(·) is the fuction of Min-Max normalization.
In those algorithms that do not consider the match quality and ignore the fairness between task requester and workers, it is easier to get matches such as t 1 , p, w 2 and t 2 , p, w 1 . The total utility of the two matches is DP t 1 q w 2 + DP t 2 q w 1 . However, QCA assigns tasks based on quality constraint, and it is easier to get matches such as t 1 , p, w 1 and t 2 , p, w 2 . The total utility of the two matches is DP t 1 q w 1 + DP t 2 q w 2 .
From DP t 1 > DP t 2 and q w 1 > q w 2 , we have
Thus, Therefore, the matches from QCA have higher total utility than the matches from other algorithms that do not consider the match quality.
2) COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
For each new arrival object, QCA searches for a match that satisfies the constraints and negotiates successfully from other two sets of objects. In the worst case, QCA searches max(|T ||W |, |T ||P|, |W ||P|) times. In the process of each negotiation, the maximum number of rounds of negotiation is constant N. Therefore, the time complexity and space complexity of QCA algorithm are both O(max(|T ||W |, |T ||P|, |W ||P|)).
3) COMPETITIVE RATIO
The competitive ratio of QCA algorithm is the following minimum ratio between the result of QCA and the optimal result over all possible inputs. M QCA is the result produced by QCA algorithm and M OPT is the optimal result of the offline scenario.
For worker w, the minimum DP t is
For match m containing w, the minimum utility is
For the result set M QCA , the minimum average utilityū is
For each match m in M OPT , at least one object of m must be matched by QCA. Therefore the number of objects matched by QCA is at least 1 3 of those matched by offline optimal algorithm. Thus, we have |M QCA | ≥ | |M OPT | 3 . Suppose the utility of each match is in the range of [1, U max ]. Then, we have
Thus, the competitive ratio of QCA isū 3U max .
V. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY A. EXPERIMENT SETUP 1) DATASETS
The experiments use both synthetic and real datasets. The real dataset is gMission dataset [30] that is a research based general spatial crowdsourcing platform. In gMission dataset, each task has a location, a range, a release time, a leaving time and a reward. It is worth noting that each task has LR t and HR t in our problem statement, but there is only a reward in gMission dataset. Therefore, LR t is set to the product of reward and 1 − k, HR t is set to the product of reward and 1 + k. The k is the same as the k in (6) . The value of k should be set according to the actual demand. If k is too large, the match quality will decrease. If k is too small, the number of matches will decrease. In this experiment, the value of k is set to 0.15. In the gMission dataset, each worker has a location, a range, a release time, a leaving time and a success ratio. Each workplace has a location, a release time, a leaving time and a capacity. For the synthetic dataset, we vary the distributions of the reward of tasks, the range of tasks and workers, the capacity of workplaces, the success ratio, and vary the number of tasks, worker and workplaces. The distribution of the synthetic dataset is extended on the basis of the gMission dataset. For example, the mean of tasks' reward in the gMission dataset is 59, and according to this, the mean of tasks' reward in the synthetic dataset is set to 30,40,50,60 and 70. The purpose is to ensure that the distribution of dataset is close to the real situation and study the performance of QCA on various distributed datasets. The statistics and configuration of synthetic data are illustrated in Tab. 2, where default setting is marked in bold font. Tasks' rewards and workers' success ratio follow a normal distribution. Locations and Release time of objects follow a uniform distribution. In this experiment, the value of DP min equals the minimum value of tasks' rewards in dataset, the value of DP max equals the maximum value of tasks' rewards in dataset, the value of q min equals the minimum value of success ratio in dataset, and the value of q max equals the maximum value of success ratio in dataset. However, in practical applications, DP min , DP max , q min and q max should be obtained from historical data.
The initial number of rounds of negotiation N does not have much impact on the negotiation success rate. However, QCA calculates N according to N . If N is too small, the distribution of the values of N will be more concentrated and N is unable to reflect the preference of requester and workers for distance cost well. If N is too large, the time cost of negotiation will be greater. In this experiment, N is set to 10.
The experiments evaluate the Random, Adaptive RT and QCA in terms of total utility, average match quality, average distance cost and time cost. The algorithm were implemented in Pycharm 2016, and the experiments are conducted on a machine with Intel Core i5-6500 CPU@3.20Hz and 8GB main memory.
B. EXPERIMENT RESULT 1) EFFECT OF DISTRIBUTION OF TASKS' REWARDS
In this experiment, the effect of mean and standard deviation of tasks' reward under Normal distribution is studied.
First, the experimental results of varying the mean of tasks' reward are shown in Fig. 2 . The horizontal axis represents the mean of tasks' reward. The vertical axis represents the total utility, average match quality, average distance cost and time cost, respectively. The following four points can be observed that: 1) In terms of total utility, QCA is 10% higher than Random and 8% higher than Adaptive RT on average. With the increase of mean of tasks' reward, the total utility of the three algorithms increases. This is due to that the increase in the mean of tasks' reward leads to an increase in overall tasks' reward. 2) In terms of the average match quality, QCA is 20% higher than Random and 19% higher than Adaptive RT on average. 3) In terms of the average distance cost, QCA is 17% lower than Random and Adaptive RT on average. With the increase of mean of tasks' reward, the average distance cost of QCA increases. This is due to that as the mean of tasks' reward and the mean of success ratio of worker get closer, negotiation can succeed even when the distance cost is not very low. 4) In terms of time cost, QCA is slightly higher than Random, but only 10% of Adaptive RT. With the increase of mean of tasks' reward, the time cost of QCA and Adaptive RT decreases. This is due to that the increase in the mean of tasks' reward leads to an increase in overall tasks' reward. For Adaptive RT, the higher reward is easier to meet the threshold constraint and makes matching faster. For QCA, the more similar the distribution of tasks' rewards and the workers' success ratio, the greater the success ratio of negotiation.
Then, the experimental results of varying the standard deviation of tasks' reward are shown in Fig. (3) . The following four points can be observed that: 1) In terms of total utility, QCA is 11% higher than Random and 10% higher than Adaptive RT on average. With the increase of standard deviation of tasks' reward, the total utility of QCA is getting higher than the total utility of Random and Adaptive RT. This is due to that the increase in the standard deviation of tasks' reward leads to an increase in range of tasks' reward distribution and lower average match quality of Random and Adaptive RT.
2) In terms of the average match quality, QCA is 18% higher than Random and 17% higher than Adaptive RT on average. 3) In terms of the average distance cost, QCA is 18% lower than Random and Adaptive RT on average. 4) In terms of time cost, QCA is slightly higher than Random, but only 7% of Adaptive RT. With the increase of standard deviation of tasks' reward, the time cost of Adaptive RT decreases. This is due to that the increase in the standard deviation of tasks' reward leads to an increase in overall tasks' reward. For Adaptive RT, the higher reward is easier to meet the threshold constraint and makes matching faster.
In summary, it can be seen from the experimental results that QCA algorithm has a good performance in the four optimization indicators. This shows that QCA algorithm can not only optimize more indicators compared with Adaptive RT algorithm and Random algorithm, but also be applied to various task reward distributions.
2) EFFECT OF CARDINALITY
In this experiment, the effect of cardinality is studied. The experimental results of varying |T | are shown in Fig. (4) . The horizontal axis represents |T | and |T | = |W | = 10|P|. The vertical axis represents the total utility, average match quality, average distance cost and time cost, respectively. The following four points can be observed that: 1) In terms of total utility, QCA is 14% higher than Random and 13% higher than Adaptive RT on average. With the increase of |T |, the total utility of the three algorithms increase. This is due to that the increase in the cardinality leads to an increase in the number of matches. 2) In terms of the average match quality, QCA is 19% higher than Random and 18% higher than Adaptive RT on average. 3) In terms of the average distance cost, QCA is 18% lower than Random and Adaptive RT on average. 4) In terms of time cost, QCA is slightly higher than Random, but only 5% of Adaptive RT. With the increase of cardinality, the time cost of Adaptive RT increases dramatically. This is due to that Adaptive RT has higher complexity than QCA.
In summary, as the cardinality increases, the advantage of QCA in terms of total utility becomes more and more obvious and the runtime cost is only slightly higher than Random algorithm. This shows that QCA algorithm is suitable for scenariors with large cardinality, which is incompetent for the other two algorithms.
3) EFFECT OF RANGE
In this experiment, the effect of range of tasks and workers is studied. The experimental results of varying range are shown in Fig. (5) . The horizontal axis represents the range of tasks and workers. The vertical axis represents the total utility, average match quality, average distance cost and time cost, respectively. The following four points can be observed that: 1) In terms of total utility, QCA is 11% higher than Random and 9% higher than Adaptive RT on average. With the increase of range, the total utility of the three algorithms increase. This is due to that the increase in the range leads to an increase in the number of matches. 2) In terms of the average match quality, QCA is 16% higher than Random and Adaptive RT on average. 3) In terms of the average distance cost, Adaptive is almost the same as Random. QCA is 16% lower than Random and Adaptive RT on average. With the increase of range, the average distance cost of the three algorithms increases. 4) In terms of time cost, QCA is slightly higher than Random, but only 7% of Adaptive RT. With the increase of range, the time cost of Adaptive RT increases. This is due to that there are more objects which meet the range constraint.
In summary, as the range increases, the advantages of QCA in terms of total utility, average distance cost and runtime cost become more and more obvious and the runtime cost is only slightly higher than Random algorithm. This shows that QCA algorithm performs better than the other two algorithms under any range constraints.
4) EFFECT OF CAPACITY OF WORKPLACES
In this experiment, the effect of capacity of workplaces is studied. The experimental results of varying capacity are shown in Fig. (6) . The horizontal axis represents capacity of workplaces. The vertical axis represents the total utility, average match quality, average distance cost and time cost, respectively. The following four points can be observed that: 1) In terms of total utility, QCA is 8% higher than Random and 7% higher than Adaptive RT on average. With the increase of capacity, the total utility of the three algorithms increase. This is due to that the increase in the capacity leads to an increase in the number of matches. 2) In terms of the average match quality, QCA is 19% higher than Random and 18% higher than Adaptive RT on average. 3) In terms of the average distance cost, QCA is 17% lower than Random and Adaptive RT on average. 4) In terms of time cost, QCA is slightly higher than Random, but only 10% of Adaptive RT. With the increase of capacity, the time cost of Adaptive RT increases. This is due to that each workplace needs to be matched more times.
In summary, it can be seen from the experimental results that the QCA algorithm performs better than the other two algorithms under any capacity constraints.
5) EFFECT OF MEAN OF SUCCESS RATIO
In this experiment, the effect of mean of success ratio is studied. The experimental results of varying mean of success ratio are shown in Fig. (7) . The horizontal axis represents mean of success ratio. The vertical axis represents the total utility, average match quality, average distance cost and time cost, respectively. The following four points can be observed that: 1) In terms of total utility, QCA is 12% higher than Random and 10% higher than Adaptive RT on average. With the increase of mean of success ratio, the total utility of QCA is getting higher than the total utility of Random and Adaptive RT. This is due to that the increase in the mean of success ratio leads to an decrease in the average match quality of Random and Adaptive RT. 2) In terms of the average match quality, QCA is 16% higher than Random and 15% higher than Adaptive RT on average. 3) In terms of the average distance cost, QCA is 17% lower than Random and Adaptive RT on average. With the increase of mean of success ratio, the average distance cost of QCA decreases. This is due to that as the mean of tasks' reward and the mean of success ratio of workers get farther, the success ratio of negotiation is getting lower and lower and negotiation can only succeed when the distance cost is very low. 4) In terms of time cost, QCA is slightly higher than Random, but only 5% of Adaptive RT. With the increase of mean of success ratio, the time cost of Adaptive RT decreases. This is due to that the increase in the mean of success ratio leads to an increase in overall success ratio. For Adaptive RT, the higher success ratio is easier to meet the threshold constraint and makes matching faster.
In summary, it can be seen from the experimental results that compared with the other two algorithms, QCA algorithm has a better performance under the different distributions of success ratio. This shows that the distribution of success ratio does not affect the performance of QCA algorithm.
6) EXPERIMENT ON gMission DATASET
In this experiment, the result on real dataset is studied. The gMission dataset can be divided into five parts according to the range of requester and workers. The experimental results of the five parts are shown in Fig. (8) . The horizontal axis represents range of requester and workers. The vertical axis represents the total utility, average match quality, average distance cost and time cost, respectively. The following four points can be observed that: 1) In terms of total utility, QCA is 9% higher than Random and 8% higher than Adaptive RT on average. With the increase of range, the total utility of the three algorithms increase. This is due to that the increase in the range leads to an increase in the number of matches.
2) In terms of the average match quality, QCA is 28% higher than Random and Adaptive RT on average. 3) In terms of the average distance cost, Adaptive is almost the same as Random. QCA is 13% lower than Random and Adaptive RT on average. With the increase of range, the average distance cost of the three algorithms increases. 4) In terms of time cost, QCA is slightly higher than Random, but only 10% of Adaptive RT. With the increase of range, the time cost of Adaptive RT increases. This is due to that there are more objects which meet the range constraint and need to be matched.
In summary, it can be seen from the experimental results that compared with the other two algorithms, QCA algorithm has a better performance. This shows that QCA algorithm is indeed superior to the other two algorithms in the real scene.
C. EXPERIMENT SUMMARY
Through the experiments on synthetic and real datasets, QCA always achieve better result compared to Random and Adaptive RT in terms of the total utility, average match quality and average distance cost. In terms of time cost, QCA and Random are almost the same and far superior to Adaptive RT. In the case of large cardinality, the running time cost of QCA is much lower than that of Adaptive algorithm.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, in order to solve the problem of fairness, QCA algorithm was proposed for the online task assignment of three types of objects. QCA quantifies fairness between task requester and workers as match quality and adopts a matching strategy of negotiation on task's reward to improve the average match quality. This paper proved that the average match quality and the total utility are positively correlated. The higher the average match quality, the higher the total utility. In addition, requester and workers prefer the matches with lower distance cost. Therefore, this paper considered the preference of requester and workers for distance cost in the process of negotiation. Finally, the effectiveness, efficiency and capability of the proposed methods were verified through comparison experiments on both synthetic and real datasets.
In future works, the optimization of distance cost will be further studied in the online task assignment of three types of objects.
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